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Text simplification has remained an important task in computational linguistics
for many years. Much of text simplification research focuses on modeling sentence
simplification, addressing operations such as deletion, reordering, sentence splitting,
and substitution, while research advancements in document-level simplification
have been fairly limited. This work introduces a new phenomenon in document-
level simplification called elaborative simplification, involving the insertion of
content to make simplified texts easier to understand. We analyze the nature of
elaborative simplification using a new corpus we collect, and illustrate its wide
spectrum of contextual specificity, ranging from simple definitions to multi-step
reasoning. We introduce two new modeling tasks - contextual specificity prediction
and elaboration generation, and explore the capability of large scale pre-trained
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Text simplification aims to help audiences read and understand a piece of text
through a series of operations, including replacing complex words, removing difficult
content, and modifying its structure, while staying faithful to its central idea and
meaning. Text simplification remains an important task with beneficial social
impact such as improving text accessibility for children (De Belder and Moens,
2010; Kajiwara et al., 2013), language learners (Yano et al., 1994; Petersen and
Ostendorf, 2007; Pellow and Eskenazi, 2014; Paetzold, 2016), and those with
language impairment (Carroll et al., 1998; Rello et al., 2013); it can also be used
to improve downstream natural language processing applications, such as machine
translation (Chen et al., 2012; Štajner and Popović, 2016) and summarization
(Vanderwende et al., 2007; Silveira and Branco, 2012).
Much of recent work in text simplification has been confined to sentence
simplification. While constraining text simplification to the sentence level has
allowed for rapid advancements in techniques and capabilities of state of the art
systems, the task formulation focuses on the sentence as an independent body of
text, ignoring relationships between sentences and paragraphs, as in a document.
In this work, we begin to explore text simplification at the document-level
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by introducing a novel phenomenon we call elaborative simplification. Elaborative
simplification involves the insertion of content to make simplified text easier to
comprehend. Effective elaborations must not only provide background, but they
must do so in a contextual manner, adding relevant information to the surrounding
text.
1.1 Contributions
This thesis presents the first data-driven study in elaborative simplification. Ulti-
mately, we aim to answer the question: When simplifying large bodies of text,
how do people elaborate? Through this study, we make several contributions:
1. Introduce and define a new phenomenon we call elaborative simplification at
the document level by studying the Newsela corpus (Xu et al., 2015).
2. Develop a scheme to build a new corpus consisting of over 1.3K true elab-
orations from over 650 documents, using a combination of heuristic-based
automatic extraction and human verification through crowdsourcing.
3. Conduct a multi-dimensional study of the nature of these elaborations by
building a framework to analyze their contextual specificity and the type of
knowledge they encode.
4. Define and establish baselines for two new modeling tasks - contextual
specificity prediction of elaborations and elaboration generation.
5. Analyze the challenges that state-of-the-art large scale pre-trained language




This thesis is organized in the following manner: Chapter 2 explores work related
to both text simplification and natural language understanding and generation.
Chapter 3 introduces and explores the nature of elaborative simplification through-
out the Newsela corpus. Chapter 4 introduces contextual specificity prediction and
elaboration generation, outlining models, experimental settings, and model per-
formance, reflecting on the performance and limitations of large-scale pre-trained
language models with regards to elaborative simplification. Chapter 5 concludes




Elaborative simplification ostensibly falls only in the domain of text simplification.
However, many elaborations require multi-hop reasoning, inference, commonsense
reasoning, and relevant information retrieval, making it an interesting benchmark
for a bevy of related tasks. In this chapter, we discuss relevant work that serves as
the backdrop for this thesis. We first discuss related work in text simplification
and its applications, as well as recent work in natural language understanding.
2.1 Text Simplification
Text simplification has been a long-standing task in computational linguistics.
Its primary goal is to modify a source body of text to make it easier to read
or understand. Text simplification has far-reaching impact across various audi-
ences. (Mason, 1978) illustrate that splitting longer, more complex sentences into
several shorter ones improved comprehension in low-literacy audiences. Simplified
texts are often used for second language learning (Crossley et al., 2007). People
with disabilities such as aphasia, (Carroll et al., 1999), deafness, or dyslexia may
benefit from simplified text as well (Siddharthan, 2014).
In the past, sentence simplification has largely been approached through
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four operations - deletion, reordering, substitution, and splitting (Alva-Manchego
et al., 2020; Narayan et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 2018; Alva-Manchego et al., 2017;
Nisioi et al., 2017). While effective in reducing complexity, these systems overlook
an essential component of simplification – for certain audiences, the insertion of
relevant background content can vastly improve readability. Elaborations inserted
in the form of simple definitions, clarifications, or analysis specific to document
context can aid comprehension and facilitate connections between content in the
original text. For example, Ross et al. (1991) show that elaborative modification
can help language learners’ comprehension of passages.
As mentioned, most current state-of-the-art simplification systems tackle
sentence simplification (SS), the task of simplifying a sentence while retaining
its overall meaning. Zhang and Lapata (2017) approach sentence simplification
via a classical encoder-decoder model trained using an RL framework. Kriz et al.
(2019) address copying issues with encoder-decoder models for simplification by
proposing a reranking model to promote fluency, adequacy, and simplicity, and
increase diversity in candidate simplifications. Several edit-based simplification
models have been proposed (Dong et al., 2019; Kumar et al., 2020), resembling
how humans may approach manual simplification. While effective at generic
simplification, many of these models produce simplifications for texts without
adapting to different target audiences. Martin et al. (2019) develop a controllable
sentence simplification system, allowing for users to tailor simplifications to a
specific set of parameters, including desired output length, paraphrasing amount,
and lexical complexity.
Many transformations in document-level simplification extend beyond sen-
tences boundaries (Alva-Manchego et al., 2020; Petersen and Ostendorf, 2007;
Siddharthan, 2014). Reducing the scope of text simplification to the sentence
level has allowed for a plethora of new sentence simplification techniques, among
which include those above. While these techniques do generate understandable,
5
Figure 2.1: Comparison of source text (left), sentence-by-sentence simplification
(middle), and target text (right). Sentence simplifications are generated using the
ACCESS (Martin et al., 2019) system. Verified elaborations in the target text are
in bold and highlighted green.
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effective simplifications of complex source text at the sentence level, they cannot
be extended to document-level simplification (or other simplification systems with
practical applications) by simply applying them one sentence at a time to sentences
in the source text. SS systems draw context from individual sentences alone,
while documents have an inherent cross-sentence structure, relating sentences and
paragraphs to each other. Figure 2.1 illustrates one such state-of-the-art SS system,
ACCESS (Martin et al., 2019), applied to text around verified elaborations. We
see that these sentences are unable to generate text similar to explanations or
elaborations, drawing content solely from the original text.
The introduction of large corpora of original-simplified document/sentence
pairs has been instrumental in advancing simplification research (Zhu et al., 2010;
Woodsend and Lapata, 2011; Coster and Kauchak, 2011). These corpora are
built using Simple English Wikipedia (SEW), a collection of simplified English
Wikipedia articles that use fewer words and simpler grammar useful for children,
new language learners, or adults with language impediments (Alva-Manchego
et al., 2020). SS systems trained on Simple Wikipedia utilize sentence alignments
extracted from documents in English Wikipedia and Simple Wikipedia using a
variety of similarity based heuristics such as cosine similarity, Wikipedia edit
history, and word-level alignment (Hwang et al., 2015). While SEW serves as a
useful resource for SS systems, upon manual examination, we find that elaborative
simplification is less frequent in the Simple Wikipedia corpus. We hypothesize that
this is largely due to the fact that articles are centered around a single specific
entity, in turn causing deletion of extraneous facts and paraphrasing of essential
facts to be the main operations performed. In addition, document pairs in the
corpus tend to be of drastically different lengths, making elaborative simplification
even more rare. Given the style and purpose of Simple Wikipedia, we find it to
unfit for our study of elaborative simplification.
In 2015, Xu et al. (2015) introduced the Newsela corpus, highlighting several
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shortcomings of the Simple Wikipedia corpus, including poor generalization to
other genres, inadequate simplifications, and its tendency to be prone to sentence
alignment errors. The Newsela corpus consists of 1,130 sets of articles. Each
set of articles consists of 4 or 5 articles about the same event or topic manually
simplified by professional editors and written for varying grade levels, ranging
from grade 3 to grade 12. So far, this corpus has been primarily used to train SS
systems; systems such as Zhang and Lapata (2017) rely on alignment heuristics to
extract sentence pairs from article sets. However, this corpus provides a promising
starting point to study document-level simplification. News articles in the corpus
provide a more natural document structure than Wikipedia, reflecting potential
practical settings where document simplification systems could be useful. In
addition, the document length disparity between parallel articles is much less than
in Simple Wikipedia. Our elaboration corpus we introduce in Chapter 3 is built
from identified elaborations across 679 documents in the Newsela corpus.
2.2 Document Level Approaches
Prior document-level work has remained largely limited. Mandya et al. (2014) de-
velop a sentence simplification system that optimizes global text constraints such as
lexical density, the ratio of difficult words, and length of text. Similarly, Woodsend
and Lapata (2011) globally optimize other aspects of content and style for their
SS system. Both of these systems operate on the Simple Wikipedia corpus. Zhong
et al. (2019) conduct the first data-driven study on sentence deletion in the Newsela
corpus, analyzing discourse-level factors for sentence deletion across documents
written for elementary and middle schoolers.
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2.3 Natural Language Understanding and Generation
Elaborative simplification is primarily a generation task, requiring some degree
of understanding and reasoning over relevant content in the original document
using implicit background knowledge. Some elaborations entirely consist of making
this implicit background knowledge explicit. This overlaps with areas of natural
language understanding (NLU) such as commonsense reasoning (Sakaguchi et al.,
2019) and reading comprehension (Rajpurkar et al., 2016).
Many successful state-of-the-art models for NLU tasks rely heavily on
the background knowledge and commonsense inherently baked into large scale
pre-trained language models (Davison et al., 2019). For example, Liu et al. (2019)
achieved state of the art on the Winogrande dataset (Sakaguchi et al., 2019),
a dataset involving expert-crafted pronoun resolution problems in the style of
the Winograd Schema Challenge (Levesque et al., 2012). Petroni et al. (2019)
show that without finetuning, BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) contains knowledge
competitive with traditional NLP methods that have access to an oracle knowledge
base. However, whether or not these large scale pre-trained language models can
perform multi-step reasoning using this implicit background knowledge is still
unclear. Shwartz et al. (2020) present methods to further elicit this background
knowledge by intermediately asking information-seeking questions. We investigate
the ability of large-scale pre-trained language models to generate elaborations
involving knowledge retrieval, commonsense reasoning, and other reasoning skills by
establishing baselines using GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019), a large scale transformer-
based language model trained on millions of documents scraped from the web.
Generating elaborations boils down to generating coherent sentences con-
taining new and informative content relevant to document context, using the
same language as in simplified document corpora. Part of this could involve
retrieving relevant content implicitly (through techniques relying on the knowledge
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embedded in large scale pre-trained LMs) or explicitly (through web scraping-like
techniques). Kang et al. (2019) introduce the related task of generating contextu-
ally relevant entity post-modifiers. Their task is a largely constrained version of
elaboration generation, framed as a data-to-text generation problem using input
data from Wikidata. However, it captures the spirit of elaboration generation –
ideally, we insert information during or after simplification of documents that is
relevant to document context.
2.4 Summary
In this chapter, we surveyed relevant work in both text simplification and natural
language understanding/generation, laying the groundwork for the introduction
of elaborative simplification. We discussed existing document-level simplification





In this chapter, we introduce elaborative simplification, a phenomenon we observe
to occur during document simplification. We discuss the construction of our
new annotated dataset of 1.3K elaborations through a combination of heuristic-
based automatic extraction, and expert and crowdsource annotation. We propose
a contextual specificity framework to analyze the manner in which content is
elaborated, and present a qualitative analysis of elaborations themselves, including
the range of knowledge they capture.
3.2 Phenomenon Overview
Elaborative simplification involves the insertion of content in the form of definitions,
details, clarifications, or analyses, to provide readers with necessary additional
context and improve readability of simplified text. We consider a sentence an
elaboration if it contains new content (such as entities, actions, descriptions, or
concepts) present in the simplified document, but semantically missing from the
original document. Note that elaborations may contain multiple sentences, but we
11
Original Text
Results, she said, ”could help the team better understand ancient Egyptian health” and,
correspondingly, modern-day health. For instance, some mummies still have arteries in
their mummified remains, Miller-Thomas said. And, sometimes, scientists can tell if those
arteries had hardened.
Simplified Text
The scans could help the team understand about ancient Egyptians’ health. For example,
some mummies still have arteries. An artery is a tube that moves blood through
the body. The artery could show if the person had been healthy or not.
Table 3.1: An example of elaborative simplification containing two elaborations of
varying contextual specificity. The sentence highlighted in green is an example of
an elaboration with low contextual specificity, while the sentence highlighted in
blue represents a highly contextualized elaboration, clarifying a statement in the
original text.
define our labels and generate sequences at the sentence level.
Consider the example shown in Table 3.1. The original text snippet, taken
from a news article, explains that scientists study mummy arteries to see whether
they are hardened. In the corresponding simplified text snippet, we see two
elaborations inserted – one, giving a simple definition of an artery, and the second
clarifying the implication of hardened arteries. Effective elaborations must not
only provide background, but they must do so in a contextual manner, adding
relevant information to the surrounding text.
Often times, choosing when to elaborate is subjective; for example, in the
same document about ancient Egyptian health from Table 3.1, the definition of an
artery was inserted, whereas the concept of mummification was not. Though there
is irregularity in which concepts are explained, there is a regularity in the manner
in which concepts are elaborated.
We motivate our work by studying this regularity to understand how ideas,
entities, or concepts are elaborated. At first glance, it seems that elaborative
simplification might simply involve retrieving simple definitions or, even crafting
informative post modifiers, as in Kang et al. (2019). However, effective and
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informative elaborations take a variety of forms throughout the Newsela corpus
involving reasoning over relevant document content. Not only are simple definitions
of difficult concepts inserted, but often times, clarification or analysis sentences
specific to document context are added in to aid comprehension or facilitate
connections between content in the original text. The presence of these highly
contextualized elaborations suggests that, in many cases, the retrieval and insertion
of simple definitions is inadequate.
To address this spectrum, we construct a framework to categorize elabora-
tions on a discrete scale ranging from low to high contextualization. We define
contextualization as the degree to which a particular elaboration is specific to doc-
ument context, drawing a distinction between contextual specificity and contextual
relevance (as mentioned in the PoMo work (Kang et al., 2019)). All text that is in
the simplified document is naturally contextually relevant, but will vary in how
contextually specific the elaboration is. We use contextual specificity and level of
contextualization interchangeably.
In our taxonomy, we have three levels of contextual specificity – elaborations
with low contextual specificity tend to be definitions or standalone facts about
entities or ideas in the original text. Non-definition details (i.e details added
in to highlight impact, degree of severity) tend to be considered medium, and
clarifications and analyses tend to be considered highly contextually specific. In
our example about arteries from Table 3.1, the green sentence receives a rating
of low, and the blue, a rating of high. Figure 3.1 contains more examples of
elaborative simplification.
While inserting definitions may help provide background about entities,
highly contextualized elaborations interpreting or clarifying content can help the
reader understand the larger implications, connotations, or significance of ideas
presented in original text. The example in Table 3.1 highlights two elaborations on
opposite ends of the spectrum – the first elaboration requires little context, while
13
Figure 3.1: Verified examples of elaborations of varying contextual specificity levels.
Elaborations in the simplified text are in bold.
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Figure 3.2: Corpus annotation flow. We first extract candidate elaborations from
document sets in the Newsela corpus as described in Section 3.3.1. We then
pass a subset of these candidates to experts for elaboration verification. We
measure agreement between expert aggregate and ourselves and pass the rest
of the candidates to crowdworkers to annotate for both elaboration verification
and contextual specificity. In parallel, we ask a pair of experts to elaborate 115
elaborations in a contextual specificity pilot and measure agreement.
the second is highly contextualized, drawing a conclusion from content presented
in the original text.
To this end, we propose two new modeling tasks related to elaborative
simplification: contextual specificity prediction and elaboration generation. We
explain task details and baseline modeling approaches in Chapter 4.
3.3 Data Resource Collection
In this section, we discuss construction of our dataset through automatic pre-
processing, expert training and annotation, and crowdsourcing. We first describe
strategies for trained annotators to extract elaboration sentences and annotate
contextual specificity, and then discuss how we scale up the annotation of both
using crowdsourcing with rigorous quality control. Figure 3.2 shows our full
high-level annotation flow.
3.3.1 Extracting Elaborations
Detecting elaborative simplification requires crafting a way to reliably extract sen-
tences containing new content in simplified documents. Ideally, human annotators
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would read each sentence in the simplified document to assess whether sentence
content is semantically new and missing from the original document. However,
asking humans to read and annotate every sentence in each document in the
Newsela corpus is prohibitively costly. To streamline this process, we first obtain
candidate elaboration sentences with an automatic alignment heuristic, then ask
human annotators to filter candidates to obtain true elaborations.
Candidate extraction. Each set of articles in the Newsela corpus consists
of 4 or 5 simplified articles about the same event or topic written for varying
grade levels, ranging from grade 3 to grade 12. This provides the opportunity
for interesting studies of how elaborative simplification varies across different
reading levels. However, to reduce the scope of this introduction of elaborative
simplification, we leave this to future work, and choose the article written for the
lowest grade level as our simplified document for every article set.
To identify candidate elaborations, we employ a heuristic based in our
definition of elaborations (content that is semantically missing from the original
document but present in the simplified document), using the approach from (Zhong
et al., 2019). First, for each sentence in the simplified document, we find the
sentence in the original document that is best aligned. That is, we calculate the
similarity between each original-simplified sentence pair, and pick the sentence with
the highest similarity score in a greedy manner. This increases the probability of
detecting sentence splitting, when two or more adjacent sentences in the simplified
document are aligned with the same sentence in the original document. Like Zhong
et al. (2019), we use Sent2Vec (Pagliardini et al., 2017) to obtain sentence vectors
for our cosine similarity computation, an unsupervised model for learning universal
sentence embeddings from word vectors and character bigram vectors, trained
on Wikipedia, tweets, and the Toronto book corpus. Zhong et al. (2019) use an
alignment threshold of 0.94 when sentences are not split, and a threshold of 0.47
16
Figure 3.3: Comparison of alignment techniques – our alignment strategy using
Sent2Vec (middle) tends to accurately capture aligned surrounding text, plainly
exposing the elaboration, as opposed to that of MassAlign (Paetzold et al., 2017)
.
when they are. Their thresholds were calibrated using their manually aligned data.
As their alignment strategy was used on the Newsela corpus as well, we use their
thresholds and heuristics in our alignment step.
Through manual inspection, we found this Sent2Vec alignment strategy
to be more accurate and reliable than that of other alignment algorithms, such
as MassAlign Paetzold et al. (2017) and the Jaccard-based alignment algorithm
proposed in (Xu et al., 2015). Figure 3.3 shows examples of the Sent2Vec-based
alignment strategy compared to MassAlign. We hypothesize that MassAlign’s
drop in performance on our dataset could be attributed to the fact that the system
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is heavily paragraph-based, only aligning sentences between detected aligned
paragraphs.
We then consider sentences in the simple document that are not aligned
with any sentence in the original document as candidate elaborations. Due to
the fact that this system is largely based on the comparison of sentence embeddings,
which may introduce noise (Arora et al., 2016), we find that this automatic system
inherently has high recall.
Human Verification. In order to verify that the candidates proposed by our
automatic alignment heuristic actually constitute elaborative simplification, we
asked 13 native English speakers (henceforth called ’expert annotators’) who
are undergraduate students at our university to annotate 50 randomly selected
documents (a total of 301 candidate elaborations) from our corpus. Each expert
annotator annotated a subset of the 50 documents, and each candidate elaboration
is annotated by 2 to 4 expert annotators. For each document set, the expert
annotators were provided both the entirety of the original document, as well as
the simplified document, and were asked to annotate each candidate elaboration
as to whether they truly contain semantically new content. Our expert annotation
interface is shown in Figure 3.4.
Alongside these annotators, we annotate 150 of these candidate elaborations
ourselves. We measure agreement between the 13 expert annotators themselves
using Krippendorff’s alpha (Krippendorff, 2008), obtaining α = 0.36. For the 150
sentences that we annotated ourselves, we aggregate the annotators’ responses and
measure agreement between their responses and ours using Cohen’s kappa (Artstein
and Poesio, 2008), obtaining κ = 0.670. While the agreement between annotators
themselves is not very high, we find that the aggregated agreement is. This in line
with other complicated tasks in NLP as described in Nye et al. (2018). Per the
high aggregated agreement, we use human aggregate labels for each example in
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Figure 3.4: Expert annotation interface for semantic addition/not addition. For
each document set that expert annotators were asked to annotate, we provide
them the entirety of the original and simplified documents. We highlight candidate
elaborations in yellow and suggested sentence regions in the original document.
our dataset.
3.3.2 Contextual Specificity
To understand the varying levels of contextualization, we ask a pair of experts
from the previous pilot to annotate 115 randomly selected verified elaborations. As
mentioned, we define contextualization as the degree to which a given elaboration
is specific to the context. Each expert was given, again, the entirety of the original
and simplified documents as well as the highlighted elaboration, and asked to
label the contextual specificity of the elaboration on a scale of 1 to 5. We measure
agreement between this pair of experts using Spearman’s correlation, obtaining
ρ = 0.72. Their aggregate labels are published as a part of our test set. We include
the full instructions we provide to experts and crowdworkers in the appendix.
3.3.3 Crowdsource Annotation
Elaboration verification and contextual specificity rating are difficult annotation
tasks, both needing careful reading and thoughtful reasoning over text. For both
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the pilots described in the previous sections, we provided training in the form of
thorough instructions, example documents and annotations, and a few practice
sentences. While these trained annotators provide high quality reliable annotations,
they ultimately cannot annotate a dataset of the scale supervised learning systems
require. To remedy this, we use crowdsourcing platform Amazon Mechanical Turk
1 to collect examples at scale. In this section, we discuss task design and strategies
for quality control.
Task Setup At a high level, for each candidate elaboration, we provide crowd-
workers with 5 to 7 sentences containing the elaboration from the simplified
document, and the corresponding snippet of text from the original document. We
ask workers to annotate both elaboration verification and contextual specificity in
a single HIT. Figure 3.5 contains a snapshot of the annotation interface we provide
crowdworkers.
Incorporating feedback from our expert pilots, we determined that pro-
viding the whole document was often distracting, proving necessary only in rare
cases where content was drastically rearranged. We instead choose to display a
corresponding region from the original document as opposed to the whole text.
To select the region to display, we apply the following heuristic: we identify the
window of 5 sentences before and after the candidate elaboration, referred to as
the ”simplified region”. For each sentence in the simplified region, we obtain
the corresponding aligned sentence in the original document. Because these sen-
tences may not always be contiguous, we partition the alignment into ”clusters” of
sentences, using a manually calibrated testing window threshold of 5 sentences.
For example, two clusters would be examined for the aligned sentence set in the
original document of (1, 4, 15, 17, 19) – a cluster containing (1, 4) and (15, 17, 19).
We then select the larger cluster, filling in gaps, and padding with two sentences
1https://www.mturk.com/mturk/welcome
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Figure 3.5: Annotation Interface for crowdworkers. We display a fine-grained
rating scale of 1 - 5, but for the purposes of analysis and modeling, we bucket a
rating of 1 and 2 as low, 3 as medium, and 4 and 5 as high contextual specificity.
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before the first aligned sentence and the last aligned sentence in the region.
Crowdworkers were asked to categorize each candidate as a true elaboration,
not an elaboration, or indicate that the snippets were unrelated. Upon indicating
that a candidate was indeed an elaboration, we asked them to rate the contextual
specificity of the elaboration according to the scale in Figure 3.5, and enter the
entity from the original text that was being elaborated. To streamline entity
entry, we provide crowdworkers with an auto-complete system populated with
noun chunks from the original text snippet, similar to FitzGerald et al. (2018).
Quality Control As discussed, elaboration verification and contextual specificity
rating require careful reading and reasoning. To ensure high quality annotations,
we ask crowdworkers to provide a rationale for each rating decision, as proposed
by McDonnell et al. (2016). These rationales provide insight into worker inter-
pretations of our task, allowing us to actively curate annotations to only include
reliable annotations in our dataset. For example, using this method, we were able
to remove annotations where crowdworkers inflated contextualization ratings due
to coreferent mentions of entities (i.e ”It is a tube that moves blood” as opposed to
”An artery is a tube that moves blood”).
In addition, we require all crowdworkers to reside in the United States,
Great Britain, Canada, Australia, or New Zealand, and to have completed greater
than 100 HITs with an acceptance rate of 95%. We have each elaboration annotated
by 5 unique crowdworkers.
Label Collapsing. The annotation interface we provide to experts and crowd-
workers consists of a contextual specificity rating scale ranging from 1 to 5. After
collecting all of our data, we observed that the crowdworkers found boundaries
between adjacent ratings slightly blurry. This is reflected in Figure 3.6, obtained by
calculating raw disagreement rates between crowdworkers for each pair of possible
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Figure 3.6: Disagreement rates between crowdworkers for each pair of possible
contextual specificity ratings as a proportion of total annotation pairs. Agreement
rates (i.e self-loops in the graph) are not shown.
contextual specificity ratings as a proportion of total crowdworker annotation pairs
per candidate elaboration. To address this, and decrease modeling complexity, we
collapse our 1 - 5 rating scale to 3 labels, binning 1 and 2 together, and 4 and 5
together. This binning scheme naturally reflects low, medium, and high contextual-
ization, and reduces total raw disagreement by 13%. We experimented with several
other binning schemes as shown in Table 3.2, and found that this scheme had the
highest correlation with a subset of 112 expert annotated contextual specificity
ratings. For modeling and analysis, we utilize these collapsed labels.
Agreement between trained and crowdsource annotators. To aggregate
crowdworker labels for contextual specificity, we first collapse labels into low,
medium, and high contextual specificity according to the scheme in the previous
paragraph. We use Krippendorff’s alpha with an ordinal distance metric (Krippen-
dorff, 2008) to measure agreement between crowdworkers and experts, aggregating
Turker responses and expert responses to obtain a value of α = 0.47, indicating
moderate agreement (Artstein and Poesio, 2008).
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Binning Scheme Agreement (α) Corr (ρ)
1, [2-3], 4, 5 33.85 58.27
[1-2], 3, [4-5] 49.84 70.0
[1-2], 3, 4, 5 43.29 67.56
1, [2-3], [4-5] 47.22 59.27
[1-2], [3-4], 5 48.60 67.02
Table 3.2: Agreement statistics between crowdsource labels binned according
to various binning schemes and expert labels on 112 randomly selected, verified
elaborations. We measure agreement using Krippendorff’s alpha (Krippendorff,
2008) and Spearmean’s correlation.
We attribute the disparity between inter-expert agreement and expert
versus crowdsource aggregate agreement to be due to subjectivity of this task,
especially amongst untrained crowdworkers. Though crowdsourcing our data does
result in a slightly noisier training set, we are able to collect data for supervised
learning and analysis at scale.
3.3.4 Dataset Statistics
Using Mechanical Turk, we annotated over 4K candidate elaborations, establishing
an approximate 30% conversion rate from candidate elaborations to verified elabo-
rations. We collected around 1300 true elaborations, and randomly split them into
train, validation, and test sets. Table 3.3 shows our final train, validation, and
test set distributions over different levels of contextual specificity. Our validation
and test sets both contain expert labels for contextual specificity.
Low Medium High Total
Train 303 349 397 1049
Valid 71 39 24 134
Test 32 35 49 116
Total 406 423 470 1299
Table 3.3: Dataset distribution by contextualization level for train, validation,
and test splits.
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a Elaboration Token Length Distribution b Global Sentence Token Length Distribution
Figure 3.7: Length distributions of elaborations vs non-elaborations in the simplified
Newsela corpus.
We find that on average, elaborations consist of 10 tokens, compared to an
average length of 12 tokens for all sentences across the set of simplified documents
(see Figure 3.7). This again indicates the diversity of elaborations.
3.4 Elaboration Qualitative Analysis
In this section, we present a series of analyses to study the nature of elaborations,
including their varying levels of contextual specificity, the type of knowledge
encoded in elaborative sentences, as well as the entity, idea, or concept being
elaborated.
3.4.1 Contextualization
Studying contextualization can aid elaboration generation systems in numerous
ways, such as developing a reranking system to generate text based on the type of
elaboration desired, incorporating a retrieval module for factual and detail-based
elaborations, integrating multi-hop reasoning modules for highly contextualized
explanations, or to train contextualization embeddings to condition on during
generation.
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Figure 3.8: Contextual specificity distribution across train and test splits. We can
see that the majority of elaborations are highly contextualized, requiring some
form of reasoning over content in the original document.
As shown in Figure 3.8, the majority of elaborations in our corpus are
highly contextualized, indicating that effective simplification requires a nuanced
understanding of text in the original document. Highly contextualized elaborations
occur most frequently in our dataset in the form of clarifications and analyses
of content from the original text, affirming the fact that a definition generation
system is not adequate for elaborative simplification.
3.4.2 Knowledge Type
While studying contextualization provides an effective framework for understanding
how things are elaborated, it does not provide insight into the type of content
embedded in elaborations (i.e commonsense knowledge, scientific knowledge). To
further understand the nature of elaborative simplification, we conduct a small
study on a subset of our data to understand the type of knowledge in elaborative
sentences. Studying the type of knowledge inserted during elaborative simplification
can help further inform the type of systems necessary for elaboration generation.
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Figure 3.9: Distribution of knowledge type aggregate crowdworker labels across 134
randomly sampled verified elaborations. We see that reasoning using knowledge
present in the original document is most prevalent.
We randomly sample 134 verified elaborations from our dataset and ask
crowdsource workers to label them according to a simple taxonomy we manually
crafted consisting of three categories. Examples of these categories can be seen in
Figure 3.10.
1. Technical/Factual Knowledge: Content which children may not have
encountered in school, textbooks, or the internet. This category includes
mostly factual or scientific information.
2. Commonsense/Social Knowledge: Content containing knowledge ob-
tained from living in society including social norms, expected emotions, or
ordinary encounters adults must deal with.
3. Reasoning using knowledge in the original document: Content added
to simply aid comprehension of the original document in the form of explicit
inference. No specific outside knowledge is added to the document.
We collect these annotations in an identical manner to our main elaboration
annotations – we have 5 workers annotate each example, and apply the same
restrictions as stated in Section 3.3.3. Figure 3.9 shows the result of this study. The
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majority of elaborations contain technical/factual knowledge as well as reasoning
statements. While knowledge type may be subjective and more challenging than
contextual specificity to use as a framework for analyzing elaborative simplification,
it does provide more insight into the kind of content being added into these
documents during the simplification process.
To investigate the relationship between contextual specificity and knowl-
edge type, we calculate Spearman’s correlation between the number of workers
that labeled an example a particular knowledge type and the gold contextual
specificity level. Between scientific/factual knowledge and contextual specificity
there is a ρ = −0.42 correlation, between reasoning and contextual specificity
a ρ = 0.27 correlation, and between commonsense/social reasoning, a ρ = 0.17
correlation. This suggests that scientific/factual knowledge does not tend to be
highly contextualized (per the inverse relationship), while commonsense reasoning
and inference tend to be contextually specific.
3.5 Summary
In this chapter, we presented elaborative simplification, a phenomenon which we
observe as a part of document simplification. To aid our study, we described our
process of collecting a corpus of over 1.3K elaborations through a combination of
automatic processing and human verification, and performed a qualitative analysis
of contextual specificity and type of embedded knowledge.
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In this chapter, we introduce two tasks related to elaborative simplification:
contextual specificity prediction, and elaboration generation. We discuss baseline
modeling and experiments for both tasks, and reflect on the ability of large-scale
pre-trained language models (LMs) to generate a range of contextually specific
elaborations.
4.1 Contextual Specificity Prediction
One essential component of generating effective elaborations is to produce expla-
nations of varying contextualization, as introduced in 3.4.1. Predicting contextual
specificity can help downstream when selecting from a set of candidate generations,
or to train contextualization embeddings to condition on during generation. In
this section, we explore methods for contextual specificity prediction.
To understand the role of context, we first explore input without the elabo-
ration sentence. This resembles a practical scenario, where elaboration sentences
are generated during the process of text simplification. We later incorporate the
actual elaboration in tandem with document context for downstream application,
for example to re-rank candidate elaborations.
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4.1.1 Methods
Contextualization prediction involves a classification task1 – given a snippet of
text around and including the elaboration, the model predicts the elaboration’s
level of contextual specificity. For each elaboration, our contextual specificity label
l ∈ {low,medium,high}. We leverage large scale pre-trained language models and
explore two different settings for predicting level of contextual specificity, one
setting based only off of context, and the other based on surrounding text and the
actual elaboration.
Figure 4.1: Contextual specificity classification model using BERT’s [CLS] token.
Example input shown is context-based (elaboration free). We train a special
context separator token to separate between context from the original and simplified
documents.
Without Elaboration To understand the role of text surrounding the elabo-
ration in predicting contextualization, we first build a classification model using
context from both the original and simplified documents as input. While de-
termining contextual specificity clearly involves utilizing the elaboration itself,
we explore excluding it from model input in this setting to understand whether
contextualization is a predictable phenomenon from context alone. This can be
1We have experimented with ordinal regression methods but classification yielded much better
results.
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seen as a largely realistic setting, when during simplification, only prior text is
available to the model, before the actual elaboration text is generated.
We vary the number of sentences we use prior to the elaboration in the
simplified document, and experiment with 3 different ways of passing input to the
classifier:
1. CLS token of original and simplified snippets: Language models we
use for this task utilize a special [CLS] token for classification tasks. We
use this token, along with learning a representation for a separation token
[CONTEXT SEP] to distinguish between the two spans of context. We feed in
input to the model as follows: [CLS] a [CONTEXT SEP] b, where a corresponds
to the sentences in the region aligned in the original document, and b
corresponds to the sentences leading up to the elaboration in the simple
document.
2. CLS token of simplified snippet We experiment with feeding sentences
only from the simplified document as context to the model to predict con-
textual specificity. We do this in two settings – feeding 2 sentences and 4
sentences as input to the model respectively.
3. CLS token of original snippet In addition to experimenting with only
the simple document, we explore feeding only the aligned region from the
original document as input to the model. We trim the aligned region such
that it ranges from 4 - 7 sentences at maximum.
With Elaboration We also build a contextual specificity model including elab-
orations to utilize downstream in other related tasks, such as reranking generated
elaborations. We use a combination of text from the simplified document and the
original document in addition to the elaboration sentence itself as input to our
model.
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1. CLS token of only the elaboration: We experiment feeding only the
[CLS] token of the elaboration sentence as input to the model to understand
how much the model relies on the elaboration itself to predict contextualiza-
tion.
2. CLS token of original/simplified snippets and elaboration: Lan-
guage models we use utilize the [SEP] token to discern between distinct
sequences of text. In this setting, we feed in input to the model as follows:
[CLS] a [CONTEXT SEP] b [SEP] c, where a corresponds to the sentences in
the region aligned in the original document, b corresponds to the sentences
leading up to the elaboration in the simple document, and c is the elaboration
itself.
3. CLS token of simplified snippet and elaboration: To understand
whether contextual specificity depends on the original document at all, we
remove a from the previous setting.
4. CLS token of original snippet and elaboration: We experiment with
feeding in only the snippet from the original document and the elaboration
itself in the same form as the previous setting.
4.1.2 Experiments
We utilize the base version of BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) via the HuggingFace
Transformers library (Wolf et al., 2019) to model contextual specificity. We train
our baselines on the train split of our dataset, and feed the sequence representation
from the [CLS] token embedding into an output layer for classification2. After
tuning on the validation set, we train our model (4.1) in each setting for 3 epochs,
using a batch size of 32 and a learning rate of 1e-3. We use the default dropout
2We tried finetuning our contextual specificity prediction models on our elaboration dataset,
but found that our dataset was too small to yield stable results.
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Acc. F1 Correlation MAE
Original + Simple 41.6 40.4 25.8 0.774
Context Only Simple 44.9 44.0 29.6 0.705
Original 35.3 29.7 - 0.895
Elaboration 50.4 47.6 35.9 0.630
With Elaboration Original + Simple + Elab 49.5 46.8 35.7 0.670
Simple + Elaboration 53.6 52.1 46.9 0.595
Original + Elaboration 43.0 39.3 23.3 0.752
Table 4.1: Contextual Specificity Prediction results, including accuracy, F1, Spear-
man’s correlation, and Mean Absolute Error. We bold our best results.
rate of 0.1 for self-attention layers, but refrain from adding dropout on our linear
layer. We evaluate model performance using F1, correlation, and mean absolute
error, and report mean performance over 15 different, randomly initialized runs.
4.1.3 Results
Results across all settings are shown in Table 4.1. We see that the best predictor of
contextual specificity is context in the form of 4 sentences before the elaboration,
combined with the elaboration itself.
Amount of simplified text. For each context setting involving sentences from
the simplified document, we vary the number of sentences (s = 4, and s = 2)
before the elaboration, and report results from the better of the two. In almost
all settings, adding in a larger window of sentences from the simplified document
boosted results, suggesting that more context is better. Through experimentation,
we find that decreasing the amount of context from the simplified document results
in a drop in performance.
Elaboration presence. Our results show that performance drops without the
elaboration itself, suggesting that the language used in the elaboration itself is
highly indicative of contextualization. This indicates that contextual specificity
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prediction can be helpful during generation, as the language used in the generated
elaboration itself plays a large part in dictating contextualization. As expected,
the sentences from the original document are a poor predictor of contextualization,
suggesting that content itself is not necessarily a strong indicator of contextual
specificity. The best predictor of contextualization based on context alone seems to
be 4 sentences from the simplified document prior to the elaboration. In a practical
setting, elaborations of varying contextualization could be suggested based on the
window of previous sentences written during simplification.
Original text presence. In all settings in which the aligned snippet of text
from the original document was fed in as partial or complete input to the model, we
see a reduction in performance. Compared to text from the simplified document,
text from the original document is stylistically distinct. Consequently, when jointly
fed in as context with text from the simplified document, the input is largely
incoherent. We leave resolving this in a natural way as future work.
4.2 Elaboration Generation
We now move to the task of elaboration generation. Much of recent work on pre-
trained language models has shifted focus to understanding the world knowledge
and commonsense that these systems capture (Shwartz et al., 2020; Davison et al.,
2019). Additionally, it is still unclear if these systems are able to perform multiple
steps of reasoning, as some highly contextualized elaborations in our dataset require.
We investigate the abilities of large-scale pre-trained LMs to address some of the
challenging aspects of elaboration generation, including their ability to produce a
range of contextually specific elaborations, perform commonsense reasoning, and




Elaboration generation ultimately involves generating a sequence conveying some
useful new content, conditioned on some variable-length document context. We
explore the ability of large scale pre-trained language models (LMs) to generate
useful, linguistically coherent, and semantically plausible elaborations. In addition,
we investigate the contextual specificity of generated elaborations, and incorporate
our contextualization prediction model from the previous section during decoding.
Finetuning. We explore LM performance across two settings. First, we organi-
cally elicit elaborations in a zero shot setting, without fine-tuning on our dataset.
Then, we finetune the LM on the set of simplified documents in the Newsela corpus,
as well as on our dataset of verified elaborations 3
Context. To understand the role that document context plays in elaboration
generation, we elicit elaborations from the language model by providing it:
1. s2: Two sentences prior to the gold elaboration in the simplified document
2. s2 h: Concatenation of two sentences prior to the gold elaboration in the
simplified document, and the corresponding aligned region in the original
document
3. s4: Four sentences prior to the gold elaboration in the simplified document
Contextual Specificity Reranking. To investigate the importance of con-
textual specificity in generating effective elaborations, we incorporate our best
contextual specificity prediction model from 4.1. For each example in our test
set, we first generate elaborations in a greedy manner, and compare that to a
3We performed experiments with finetuning on our dataset alone, but found that the perfor-
mance dropped in comparison to finetuning only on the Newsela simplified corpus.
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re-ranking setting in which we generate sequences with beam search, and pick the
highest likelihood sequence that matches the gold contextual specificity level. In
practice, one would ideally use a contextual specificity model trained without the
elaboration itself. However, since we leave to future work to build a strong model
presented with this setup, we instead explore the upper bound with the generation
experiments.
Evaluation. We use BLEU score (Papineni et al., 2002) as our automatic eval-
uation metric for elaborations generated by the LM. While BLEU score does
provide a quantitative metric to capture overlap between the generated and gold
elaboration, it fails to capture semantic similarity – contextually specific elabo-
rations that provide useful and new content, but that don’t necessarily overlap
with the gold elaboration are penalized. To remedy this, we perform a human
evaluation study with our best performing model setting. We provide a pair of
evaluators with two sequences (greedily decoded, and the most likely sequence in
the beam matching the gold contextualization level), and ask them to select the
sequence they thought was the most coherent, relevant, semantically plausible, and
elaboration-like. We allow multiple selection if both sequences are equally good,
and no selection at all if both sequences are poor, following a human evaluation
setup similar to Panthaplackel et al. (2020).
4.2.2 Experiments
We use GPT-2 medium (Radford et al., 2019) from the HuggingFace Transformers
library to finetune and generate elaborations. For fine-tuned settings, we finetune
for 3 epochs with a learning rate of 1e-5 and a batch size of 32. We experiment
with two different decoding strategies - greedy, and beam search with a beam size
b = 5 4 Results are shown in Tables 4.2 and 4.3. We report corpus BLEU-1 and
4We did conduct experiments with increased beam sizes, but found little gain, as for the
purposes of our demonstration with contextual specificity, we selected the highest likelihood
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BLEU-2 scores on our test set.
Human Evaluation Our human evaluation metric is reported as the percentage
(out of 116, our test set size) for which humans chose the sequence as higher quality.
These sequences were generated using our best performing model, GPT-2 medium
finetuned on the Newsela simplified corpus, with two sentences before the gold
elaboration as context. The results of this study can be seen in Table 4.3. We
calculate human agreement via Cohen’s kappa with MASI distance (Passonneau,




BLEU - 1 BLEU - 2 BLEU - 1 BLEU - 2
s2 12.48 2.71 13.64 3.71
s2 h 12.21 2.59 11.43 2.93
s4 13.46 3.35 14.48 4.12
Table 4.2: BLEU-1 and BLEU-2 scores for GPT2-Medium, without finetuning.
Simple Corpus Finetuning
Greedy Reranking (b=5)
BLEU - 1 BLEU - 2 H (%) BLEU - 1 BLEU - 2 H (%)
s2 20.79 6.77 49.0 20.98 7.30 57.27
s2 h 18.68 5.66 - 16.74 5.20 -
s4 20.82 5.54 - 20.12 6.92 -
Table 4.3: BLEU-1 and BLEU-2 scores for GPT2-Medium, with finetuning on the
set of simplified documents in the Newsela corpus. Results for our best model,
which we conduct human evaluation on, are in bold.
sequences with a predicted contextual specificity level matching the gold.
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4.2.3 Discussion
Mirroring contextual specificity prediction, we observe that our best elaboration
generation model involves context from the simplified document only, this time
with only two sentences provided. We attribute the drop in performance between
models with and without the original text as a part of input largely to the crude
incorporation of content from the original document, which is stylistically starkly
different from simplified text, most notably in terms of length and vocabulary
complexity. We leave including content from the original document in a natural
way during generation as future work.
Qualitative assessment of generated sequences. After finetuning on the
Newsela simplified document corpus, we observe that GPT-2 is able to adopt
elaborative style (i.e short sentences of 7-13 tokens long, limited vocabulary, etc),
as expected. In addition, we find that the model can be effective at generating
simple definitions when it correctly identifies an entity in the provided context.
While the style of generated elaborations does match the simplified corpus, the
content is often not anchored in the document itself; generated sequences are
ostensibly relevant to the snippet of context provided, but seem irrelevant when
placed in the larger document. While our reranking method does take contextual
specificity into account, it does not take factuality or relevance into account.
An improved reranking scheme considering both of these facets could promote
sequences that better align with the larger document context.
Reranking Improvement. For most of our models, we do see an improvement
when sequences are re-ranked according to contextual specificity. Our human
evaluation study between greedily generated sequences and re-ranked sequences
after finetuning GPT-2 shows this increase in performance as well. This suggests
the importance of contextual specificity in improving elaboration generation, and
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highlights the need for further improvement of contextualization modeling. Exam-
ples of this can be seen in Figure 4.2. In order to make reranking truly useful, we
need to increase the reliability of contextual specificity prediction given an input
combination of document context and the candidate elaboration.
Figure 4.2: Examples of effective re-ranking to pick contextually specific sequences
matching the gold level.
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Elaboration Generation Evaluation. Corpus BLEU scores themselves are
fairly low, as seen in Table 4.2 and 4.3. However, during manual evaluation of
these sequences, we find that elaborations produced after finetuning GPT-2 can
be semantically plausible, coherent, and elaboration-like. Content that is pertinent
and new, but that does not overlap with the content in the gold elaboration is
not rewarded. In some cases, staying true to the content of the gold elaboration
is likely unnecessary, as long as the contextual specificity is comparable. To that
end, human evaluation of elaboration generation should be emphasized, given
that the purpose of elaborations is largely to make simplified documents easier to
understand.
Retrieval. Elaborations of medium contextual specificity often involve knowledge
not readily available from the simplified or original text. For example, generating
factually correct details about a certain event or entity can prove a challenging
feat for pre-trained language models. To that end, to generate truly effective
elaborations of medium contextual specificity, some type of retrieval module may
be necessary.
a No Finetuning b Simple Corpus Finetuning
Figure 4.3: Predicted contextual specificity distributions on test set for both
no-finetuning and simple-finetuning greedy decoding settings.
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Distribution of contextual specificity without finetuning. To understand
whether GPT-2 is able to generate a range of contextually specific elaborations
without being finetuned, we elicit elaborations from GPT-2 and pass these gen-
erated elaborations to our best contextual specificity model. Figure 4.3a shows
this distribution, compared with the gold labels from our test set for each level
of contextual specificity. In addition, we display the same comparison after fine-
tuning GPT-2 on our simple document corpus, as shown in 4.3b. We see that
before finetuning, GPT-2 is able to generate a distribution of contextually specific
elaborations fairly similar to the gold. However, the disparity between classes
grows after finetuning – most notably, after finetuning, GPT-2 seems to generate
majority high contextualization elaborations, according to our best model from
Section 4.1.
4.3 Summary
In this chapter, we presented two tasks – contextual specificity prediction and
elaboration generation, and established baselines for both tasks using large scale
pre-trained LMs. We explored the role of document context from both the
original and simplified documents. Our highest performing contextual specificity
model achieved an F1 score of 53.6, indicating plenty of room for improvement
to build reliable contextualization models that could prove useful downstream
during elaboration generation. Likewise, while our generation models did generate
some coherent, elaboration-like sentences, they did not perform exceedingly well,
indicating the need for better techniques, likely involving an approach that uses




Conclusion and Future Work
5.1 Summary
As we move from sentence simplification towards automatic document simplification,
it is important to understand what makes simplifying a document fundamentally
different from simplifying a standalone sentence. In this work, we presented a new
phenomenon we observe in document simplification we call elaborative simplifica-
tion, involving the insertion of content to make simplified texts easier to understand.
Our primary motivation was to understand how entities, ideas, or concepts are
elaborated during the process of simplification. We discussed construction of a
new corpus of over 1.3K verified elaborations through a combination of automatic
processing and human verification. Using this corpus, we qualitatively analyzed
elaborations, introducing a new framework to study the manner in which things
are elaborated – contextual specificity. Using this framework, we proposed two
new modeling tasks related to elaborative simplification – contextual specificity
prediction, and elaboration generation, and established baselines for both using
large scale pre-trained language models.
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5.2 Future Work
There are ample directions for future work given this initial study of elaborative
simplification. First, the Newsela simplification corpus contains several articles
per document set, ranging across multiple grade levels. This could present an
interesting opportunity to understand how elaborative simplification might change
when generated for different audiences at varying reading levels, similar to the
controllable sentence simplification system developed by Martin et al. (2019).
Second, to streamline elaboration detection in simplified texts, better
alignment algorithms could potentially decrease the amount of human verification
needed to collect elaborations at scale. Collecting a larger corpus of elaborations
would not only allow for more stable finetuning of pre-trained language models,
but would also allow for larger scale analyses of elaborative simplification.
One of the main sources of relevant content for a given document set is the
original document. When crafting our model inputs, we simply concatenated text
from the original document and simplified document, and separated them via a
special token. However, this method led to a drop in performance. One direction
for future work is better incorporation of text or information from the original
document for both contextual specificity prediction and elaboration generation.
One possible approach is to elicit information from LMs regarding content in
the original document as an intermediate step, similar to Shwartz et al. (2020).
Another is to pre-process the original document in some capacity to extract relevant
information.
To utilize elaborative simplification systems in practical settings, for example
during real-time simplification, a reliable model to predict level of contextual
specificity from input context alone is necessary. Our best performing contextual
specificity prediction model based on context alone achieved an F1 score of 44.9
on the test set, indicating ample room for improvement.
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Our current re-ranking system for candidate generated elaborations consists
of relying on contextual specificity alone. While this did show an improvement, we
found that generated sequences were relevant only to a small snippet of context
before the gold elaboration. When evaluated as a part of the whole document,
many elaborations contained irrelevant information. One direction for future work
is to augment reranking parameters – i.e evaluate generated sequences for relevance
to the original document content, in addition to contextual specificity.
Depending on the kind of elaborations one may want to generate, one
possible direction for future investigation is to finetune elaboration generation
systems on different datasets ranging in contextual specificity. For example, if low
contextualization elaborations are routinely desired, then it is possible to train
on an entity post-modifier dataset, such as in Kang et al. (2019). This could
potentially increase training resource size and lead to improved stability in results.
We presented one phenomenon in document simplification we empirically
observed in the Newsela simplification corpus. Elaborative simplification is one
among many phenomena in document simplification. The identification and study
of other phenomena is essential for developing effective and accurate document
simplification systems.
Lastly, our work involved studying the Newsela corpus, a corpus of news
articles. We observed elaborative simplification as a phenomenon during the
simplification of news articles, however one future direction of work is to understand




Figure A.1: Sample overview provided to expert annotators.
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